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[A] [Marks : 35 + 5 for note taking]
Business firms plan production on the basis of estimates regarding future demand.

But very often these estimates are not realised. / Sometimes actual demand may turn out
to be more than the expected demand while at other times it may // fall short of the same.
If business firms do not maintain adequate stocks to absort such unexpected fluctuations
in demand /// prices will vary. But we have assumed that business firms are willing to
supply any amount of goods at the //1// prevailing prices. Therefore, in keeping with this
assumption, we also assume that business firms maintain adequate stocks so meet
unexpected / fluctuations in demand so that prices remain constant. If actual demand turns
out to be more than expected, they will // meet the excess demand from their stocks and
replenish them by producing more in the subsequent period. On the other /// hand, if actual
demand falls short of what was expected the unsold goods will be added to stocks which
will //2// be brought to their normal level by producing less in the subsequent period. And
if actual demand turns out to be / exactly equal to what was expected, there will be no
unexpected addition to or withdrawal from business stocks. We call // these unexpected
additions to or withdrawals from business stocks as unplanned investment or unplanned
disinvestment to distinguish them from planned /// investment and disinvestment which
business firms undertake deliberately with a view to meeting future demand. It may mean
acquiring new //3// capital goods, or adding to business inventories stocks or replacing
worn out capital goods. This type of investment is called / planned or intended or desired
or ex ante investment. However, in business terminology, no distinction is made between
planned and // unplanned types of investment and both are clubbed together under the
heading realised or actual investment.

We also assume that /// our simple economy is a closed one in the sense that it has
no economic relations with other countries. //4//.
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[B] [Marks : 35 + 5 for note taking]

If we want to understand the process of income generation, we will have to study
the circular flow of income / and the various steps thereof which illustrate as to how
income is created and how it is disposed of. // For this purpose, let us assure a simple
economy with only two sectors, that is the household sector and /// the business sector.
The household sector supplies the productive services, receives remuneration for these
services and spends the income //1// thus received to consume the output produced in
the economy. The business sector on the other hand is engaged / in the process of
production. It employs the various factors of production land, labour, capital and
entrepreneurship. These factors have // to be paid according to their contributions to
production in the from of rent, for land, wages for labour, interest /// for capital and
profit for entrepreneurship. Whatever is paid out in this process appears as cost to the
producers who //2// employ the various factors of production while the same accrues
as income to the factors and the house holds supplying those / factors. Thus the
expenditures of the business sector as incomes of the factors of production. Since the
total amount of // factor remunerations that is rent, wages, interest and profit is nothing
other than the cost of production of the output, /// the factor incomes must add up
to the total value of the output produced. Hence we can say any //3// amount of the
output produced in value terms creates an equal amount of income in the economy.
The / sum of the incomes of various factors of production is the cost of production
of output produced. Once again // incomes are generated which are they spent on
buying goods and services by the household sector and come back /// to the business
sector in the form of its revenue. This circular flow goes on and on period after
period. //4//
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